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reflector kits
Light shaping tools are essential for creating
images with the ‘wow’ factor, but choosing
which accessories to use to achieve that
perfect effect can sometimes be daunting.

To make selecting the right accessories easier,
Bowens have created four unique lighting
reflector kits designed to cover ‘Basic Effects’,
‘Portrait Lighting’, ‘Fashion Lighting’ and
‘Advanced Lighting’.

Now you just need to decide what style of
photography you want to achieve and choose
the relevant pre-packed and ready-to-go kit
from Bowens. 

effects reflector kit
This kit includes five professional light
shaping tools and accessories designed to
compliment basic lighting set-ups by
creating special lighting effects. 

Contains a Snoot and Four-Leaf Barn Door
set supported by a 60° Reflector as well as a
Backlite Reflector together with 12 coloured
gels and filters.

BW6650  Effects Reflector Kit

portrait reflector kit
Contains seven of Bowens most popular
lighting accessories for portraiture lighting. 

The kit includes a 60x80cm Softbox, a 60º
Grid Reflector together with three sizes of
Honeycomb Grid as well as a Backlite
Reflector with 12 coloured gels and filters & a
telescopic Backlight Stand. Finally an 81cm
Gold/Silver reflector disc, for adding warmer
or cooler tones completes the kit.

BW6655  Portrait Reflector Kit

fashion reflector kit
The Fashion Lighting Reflector Kit contains
six specialist light shaping tools designed to
create the very popular high-Key effect. 

The kit contains two High-Performance
Reflectors for broad high contrast coverage.
An ultra-soft beauty dish with a grid diffuser
attachment, a 15° Snoot for highlighting
detail and a Gold/Silver Reflector Disc for
adjusting colour tones.

BW6660  Fashion Reflector Kit

advanced reflector kit
The advanced Lighting Reflector Kit covers a
broad range of lighting scenarios. 

The kit contains a 60x80cm Softbox, two
Maxilite Reflectors with two sizes of Grid as
well as a Four-Leaf Barn-Door Set and a Gel
Holder with 12 coloured gels. The kit is
completed with an 81cm Gold/Silver reflector
disc, designed for easily adding warmer or
cooler tones to your images.

BW6665  Advanced Reflector Kit

reflect & bounce
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ceBowens Gold/Silver Reflector Discs
These innovative, collapsible discs offer two
reflector options from one tool.
The disc panels can be flipped or reversed
instantly so you always have the right tool on
hand.
Reflector Discs are extremely lightweight,
easy to use and do not require any assembly. 
Their carbon-steel frames are welded to
withstand rigorous use and provide years of
dependable performance. 
When not in use, they fold effortlessly into
small circles one-third of their open size. 

Available in three sizes.

BW3225 81cm [32”] disc
BW3245 107cm [42”] disc
BW3265 122 x 92cm [48 x 36”] Oval

Telescopic Disc Holder
This telescopic arm is universal to take all
sizes of Reflector Disc and attaches to any
lighting support stand.
BW3275

Bowens Silver/White Umbrellas
These dual-purpose umbrellas feature a
white interior surface backed by a removable
silver fabric with a black exterior. 
This provides a soft but highly efficient
bounced light source.  

For close-up lighting, the silver/black backing
can be removed, allowing you to get closer to
your subject by lighting through the umbrella
like a softbox.

Available in three sizes.

BW4036 90cm [35”]
BW4046 115cm [45”]
BW4060 140cm [55”]

Don’t forget...
BW1885 120º Umbrella Reflector.

(see page 36)


